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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

GEORGE SOROS & HILLARY:
‘The Purple Revolution’
07/02/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
Two YouTube videos to help you understand the “George Soros Purple Revolution”
"The Purple Revolution"
The meaning and origin of the term.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dmq6FHJfhJ8

The Alex Jones Channel
Soros & Hillary: “Purple Revolution”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgDsA7T0CY8

The Clintons and Soros Launch America’s Purple Revolution
https://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2016/11/11/clintons-and-soros-launch-america-purple-revolution.html
“Defeated Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton is not about to «go quietly into that good
night». On the morning after her surprising and unanticipated defeat at the hands of Republican Party upstart
Donald Trump, Mrs. Clinton and her husband, former President Bill Clinton, entered the ball room of the art-deco
New Yorker midtown Manhattan and were both adorned in purple attire. The press immediately noticed the color
and asked what it represented. Clinton spokespeople claimed it was to represent the coming together of Democratic «Blue America» and Republican «Red America» into a united purple blend. This statement was a complete
ruse as is known by citizens of countries targeted in the past by the vile political operations of international
hedge fund tycoon George Soros.”
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Infowars says: “Soros, a socialist billionaire best known for breaking the
British pound in 1992, has funded
government overthrows, known as
color revolutions, in Ukraine, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and other countries
in the former Soviet bloc, the Middle
East and North Africa.
And now he’s trying to do the
same using far-left radicals in the
U.S., if Hillary’s recent penchant for
the color purple is any indication.
But why purple? It’s the color resulting from mixing red and blue –
and Clinton and others pushing the
upcoming “purple revolution” will
likely justify it as the “unification” of
the divided red and blue states of America.
“Anytime globalist politicians embrace a color, be on guard for a revolution bearing that particular hue,” reported D.C. journalist
Wayne Madsen. “On the day after the election that propelled Donald Trump into the White House, Hillary and Bill Clinton entered the
ballroom of the ‘Moonie’ Unification Church-owned New Yorker hotel in midtown Manhattan adorned in the color purple.”

Here some of the actual online “Wayne Madsen interview” below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgDsA7T0CY8

The American Resistance Party asks you to Sign the petition below! It partly asks to urge
the de facto President Donald Trump to arrest George Soros for his PURPLE REVOLUTION:
“..We are asking you to issue a warrant for his arrest for hiring people for willful intent to riot and protest
injuring our people and damaging our properties. We ask to close the Move On Org for their known association and funding by George Soros. For participating in the hiring and planning of riots and protest by
George Soros direction…”
https://www.change.org/p/president-donald-j-trump-ban-george-soros-from-the-united-states-of-america
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